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Status of the paper

Remedies paper essential for consistent 
application – regulators’ rule book
Messages should be reinforced:

• Official guidance rather than unofficial paper
• Recommendations necessary not optional

Mechanism for assessment/measurement
• ERG work item to assess implementation
• Commission to review through implementation reports?



Treatment of ‘emerging’ markets

‘Emerging’ debate risks diversion from competition principles
Focus not on access to emerging retail services but on ‘pipes’
3 criteria test is central tool
Question whether persistent and high entry barriers

• No -> high market share could be due to innovation and transitory
• Yes -> high market share likely due to ability to control/foreclose 

market and durable

New entrants main drivers of innovation on available 
infrastructure 
Non-contestable infrastructure upgrades should continue to allow 
for competition to secure innovation



Remedies and ‘emerging’ markets

Relationship between Scorecard and Investment 
as percentage  of GFCF
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Regulation should not 
deter investment by 
dominant firm if return 
is appropriate
By promoting 
competition, 
regulation will 
increase investment 
overall

Different risk profiles (eg due to new investment) may justify 
different returns on capital but not different remedies:

• Where 3 criteria/dominance test met, access remains necessary to
prevent foreclosure

• Retail safeguards still necessary to prevent leverage regardless of 
service concerned eg VoIP/PSTN voice



Making the investment ladder work

Ladder should be generic. Broadband good 
example, but principle should be extended
Business and residential supply conditions may 
vary eg critical mass for consumer LLU may not be 
reached for business. Ladder should address both.
‘Tough love’ shouldn’t kill competition. Setting 
arbitrary deadlines for removal of rungs without 
meeting conditions risks regulatory vacuum and 
gaming



Making the investment ladder work 

Signs of effective ladder are:
• Workable products
• Efficient migration processes 
• Full understanding of costs and 

acceptable return (WACC) 
across the value chain 

• Non-discrimination and 
accounting separation enforced 
at each level

• All products necessary to 
achieve national coverage and 
allow investment where 
economically feasible
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Changing role for retail regulation

Historic role of retail regulation in protecting 
consumers against excessive pricing no longer 
paramount

• Competition based on wholesale access is policing 
consumer prices

Main role today is as “precautionary safeguards” to 
provide investment confidence during progress up 
the ladder of investment:

• Advance notification of new prices and bundles
• Ex ante price squeeze/bundle replicability tests



Making non-discrimination enforceable

Non-discrimination is critical adjunct to access 
obligations. 
Key principle of non-discrimination should be 
enforceability on an ex ante basis. Requires:

• Directly measurable discriminatory ‘outcomes’, not 
behaviour or ‘effects’; and/or

• Non-discrimination of inputs so that the same systems 
are used for internal/external parties

Internal/external non-discrimination precludes 
‘business secrets’ on internal conditions



Variations in remedies

Robust economic analysis needed for 
differences based on ‘competitive constraints’ in 
same market for same operator 
Varying remedies without clear basis risks 
inconsistency and lack of oversight 
Segmentation practically complex. Risks 
arbitrary dividing lines. Requires deep 
understanding of markets and costs



Thank you

Ilsa Godlovitch
igodlovitch@ectaportal.com
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